
Print media has re-established itself as a trusted source 
of information versus the cluttered internet.

Over the past few years, there’s been an on-going debate whether print media is truly making 
a return in today’s ‘digital age’. Sure, we’ve all read an article or two titled something along the 
lines of ‘Print’s Not Dead’, but how much validity does that have? After all, we probably read 
that article online with our smart phone or computer.

This case study is to not only prove the saying ‘Print’s Not Dead’ is true, but also provide 
factual proof. This year alone, we’ve seen past magazines reborn, leading companies creating 
new titles, and entrepreneurial companies create titles out of thin air. From the rebirths of 
Paste, Brio, and Zink magazine to the premiere issue of Airbnb Mag, print has re-established 
itself as a trusted source of information versus the cluttered internet.

From January through May, 2017, the number of new/relaunched magazines was:

          - Total Frequency Titles = 47

          - Total Specialty Titles = 205

From January through May, 2016, the number of new/relaunched magazines was:

          - Total Frequency Titles = 86

          - Total Specialty Titles = 252

A popular publishing client of Royle’s, Focus on the Family, just revived a popular magazine 
title, Brio due to their audience’s growing demand! Brio was originally cancelled back in 
2009 because of budget troubles. The magazine had roughly 260,000 subscribers at the end 
of its 19-year print run, making it one of Focus’s top-selling publications. 

The relaunched version is one of five magazines published by the group, which also draws 
almost 6.3 million listeners a week on over 1,000 American radio stations.

“But have no fear magazine lovers everywhere: the printed word is going nowhere. Except 
maybe onto the page of the next new magazine launch, which I’m sure will be out any day 
now,“ says Samir Husni ‘Mr. Magazine’.

About Us
Our goal is to be viewed as a leading resource of print and digital solutions, helping 
our clients choose the right blend of mediums to execute their marketing strategies. 
As multi-channel marketing and communication tactics continue to evolve, Royle will 
press forward with investments in new technologies and equipment; keeping our 
clients and Royle on the forefront of this evolution.
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